For any binary-input channel with perfect state information at the decoder, if the mutual information between the noisy state observation at the encoder and the true channel state is below a positive threshold determined solely by the state distribution, then the capacity is the same as that with no encoder side information. A complementary phenomenon is revealed for a similarly defined quantity.
IXI 1 5 1 different mappings from S to X. Without loss of generality, we set X = {O, 1, ... , lXI-I}, 5 = {O, 1 ... ,151-1}, U = {O, 1,'" ,IX1 1 5 1 -I}, and order the mappings 'IjJ(u, .), u EU, in such a way that the first 1 X 1 mappings are ljJ(u,·) == u, u E X; (3) moreover, we assurne that p ~ minsEs ps(s) > O. The capacity formula (1) can be simplified in the following two special cases. Specifically, when there is no encoder side information, the channel capacity reduces to [3, Eq. (7. 2)] C(PYIX,s,PS) ~ max1(X; YIS), (4) Px where PX,y,s(x, y, s) = px(x)ps(s)PYIX,s(Ylx, s); on the other hand, when perfect state information is available at the encoder (as weil as the decoder), the channel capacity becomes [3, Eq. (7. 3)] C(PYIX,s,ps) ~ max1(X; YIS), (5) PXl8 where PX,Y,s(x, y, s) = ps(s)Pxls(xls)pYlx,s(Ylx, s).
For comparison, consider the following similarly defined quantity C'(PYIX,S,ps,PSls) ~ max1(X; YIS), PU where the joint distribution of (U, X, Y, S, 5) is also given by (2) . It is worth mentioning that C'(PYIX,S,ps,Psls) is closely related to the probing capacity studied in [4] . By the functional representation lemma [3, p. 626 ] (see also [ 
Moreover, we have C(PYIX,S,ps,PSls) = C'(PYIX,S,ps'Psls) = C(PYIX,s,PS) (7) if Sand 5 are independent (i.e., 1(S; 5) = 0), and C(PYIX,S,PS,Psls) = C'(PYIX,S,PS'Psls) = C(PYIX,s,ps) (8) if S is a deterministic function of 5 (i.e., H(SI5) = 0). l' (x, y, s) = (1,1,0) or (0,0,1), 2 ' otherwise,
Let PSIs be a binary erasure channel with erasure probability E (denoted by BEC( E)). It follows by (7) and (8) To gain a better understanding, we plot C(PYIX,S' Ps, BEC( E)) and C'(PYIX,S' Ps, BEC( E)) against Fig. 1 . It turns out that, somewhat counterintuitively, C(PYIX,S,ps,BEC(E)) coincides with C(PYIX,s,PS) way before E reaches 1. That is to say, when E is above a certain threshold strictly less than 1, the noisy state observation S is useless and can be ignored (as far as the channel capacity is concerned). On the the hand, it can be seen that C'(PYIX,S,ps,BEC(E)) is equal to C(PYIX,s,PS) for a large range of E strictly greater than 0. Hence, in terms of C'(PYIX,S,PS, BEC(E)), the noisy state observation can be as good as the perfect one. The contributions of the present work are summarized in the following theorems, which indicate that the aforedescribed surprising phenomena can in fact be observed for all binaryinput channels. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 can be found in Sections 11 and 111, respectively. Section IV contains some concluding remarks. Throughout this paper, all logarithms are base-e.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First consider the special case where PSIS is a generalized erasure channel (with erasure probability E E [0,1]) defined as 
where Pi: is a maximizer of the optimization problem in (4).
Since lXI = 2, there is no loss of generality in assuming that The following resuIt is obvious and its proof is omitted. When q E [0, 11 1 ) , P S)J.~ IS is invertible and
The 
which is equivalent to (33). • The following resuIt is obvious and its proof is omitted. Prao!, The case q = 11 1 is trivial. When q E [0, 11 1 ), I s is invertible and P §;~, I s is given by (34) . It can be shown that the sum of each row of P §;~I,~ I sP sI s is equal to 1; moreover, the off-diagonal entries of P-:(~l) ,PsIs are non-sGsl s positive if and only if which is equivalent to (35) . Therefore, (35) ensures that P-:(~I) PSIs is a non-singular lVI-matrix, which in turn ensures susl s that P §I~P S;]~ I s exists and is a non-negative matrix [9] . Hence, if (35) is satisfied, then P Note that (43) is not satisfied when 11 > 1 since its left-hand side is equal to 1 whereas its right-hand side is strictly less than 1 (11 > 1 implies 151 : : ; : , 2). When 11 ::; 1, we can rewrite (43) as 1 11::; (151l)(e -1)'
which is exactly the desired result.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the capacity of binary-input channels is very sensitive to the quality of the encoder side information whereas a probing-capacity-like quantity is very robust. Extensions of these resuIts beyond binary-input channels can be found in [11] .
